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Voting Privileges
Denied Bexleyans
residents of the Gambier community and several students of
Kenyon and Bexley have been engaged in a controversy with
ie Knox County Board of Elections over the right to vote.
The
Question at issue is whether or not the students and their wives
for a
iho are over 21 and who have remained in the community
As it stands now the
ve3r have the right to vote in this district.
:wer seems a definite no.

FALL WEEKEND HAILS
BILLY MAY BAND
The College Social Chairman, Ed Eaton has announced that final
preparations have been made for Kenyon's Fall Weekend, November

The

yth

background for the contis this: last spring a
xtition was circulated asking for
a official vote on the issue of the
vexation of the Gambier schools
of Mount Vernon,
o the system
several Kenyon and Bexley studBut
ents signed the petition.
ie Knox County Board of Education questioned the validity of
and the controvthese signatures
The petition itself
ersy began.

feSpl&iiii::i

accepted, but it is not known
Aether or not the signatures of
since
he students were accepted,
for the
they were not necessary
acceptance of the petition.
s

controversy

cointinued
the summer as the electnow questioned the
ion board
right of Kenyon and Bexley students to vote in the fall election
Nov. 3.
A request for an official
ruling was sent to the Attorney-General- 's
office and a representative sent by that office seemed to
reel that the people
in question
should be allowed to vote.
But
he could not give an official opinion without a formal request for
one from a county
official.
The
request was not made.
Finally, the Ohio Secretary of
State, in a form
letter to all
election boards,
ruled that any
student from out of the state had
'.o file a statement of intention to
the effect that he intended to
in the particular district
beyond the time of graduation.
This, of course, would prevent all
but a very few of those involved
from voting.
Observers noted
that except for this one all other
qualifications involved in eligibility seemed fair and agreeable.
It
as also noted that this decision
seems a strange reversal of past
behavior for in recent elections
members of the Bexley community have been allowed to vote
without question.
Thus as the time of election
tows near the issue seems to
have been decided.
Since there
is not
an official registration re
quirement in Knox County members of the election board plan
to be present
at the Kenyon polling booth to make sure that the
recent ruling will be understood
and followed by all concerned.
J.T.Moore
The

through

re-ra- in

College Stages
Kick-of- f
Dinner
Two hundred residents from
the Gambier-MouVernon area
flocked into Peirce Hall to attend
the Gambier "Kick Off" Dinner
on Monday, October 26.
The
evening s festivities were high
lighted by an informative discussion of the forthcoming Knox
County Campaign for the Kenyon Bexley Development Program and by a talk given by,
guest speaker, Dean Frank Bailey.
The organization heads of the
Knox County area are Dr. John
Drake, Chairman: Clyde Conley,
Leadership Gifts Chairman, Fred
Barry, General Gifts Chairman
and J. Ray Brown who is assisting as Chairman of Gambier area.
Vernon
The Gambier-MouKick Off Dinner is but one in a
series of dinners, being given
throughout the country. Recently,
Mount Vernon had its Kick Off
at the Alcove restaurant. Similar
dinners have been held in New
York, Detroit, New Haven, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Akron, Toledo
and Chicago.
At this date at least sixty
Kenyon alumni have made pledges of $1,000 or more, and the
total pledges amount to $900,000.
The interest shown by people who
are not Kenyon alumni has also
been very satisfying. As an indication of the vital concern of
people who are involved with
Kenyon but not necessarily alumni it was announced at the Gambier-Mount
Vernon dinner that a
high percentage of the Kenyon
faculty have already pledged for
the fund.
With the enthusiastic response
coming from all people concerned
Develop
with the Kenyon-Bexle- y
ment Campaign, it appears that
the immediate "goal" of $1,800,000
will be attained.

Outhouse Cops Tops
Delta Kappa Epsilon won the

annual homecoming trophy for
the most original display.
The trophy was awarded during
halftime of the football game by
Sam Scott, president of the Chase
Society.
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West Wing exhibits winning

Homecoming

display.
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The

roversy

No. 3

Founders'Day
November 12

14.

weekend's primary
function will be the
formal dance held Friday night
from 11 P.M. to 3 A.M. The Billy
May Band
featuring the Nail
Drivin' Six
under the direction
of Frankie Lester will provide
the music for this occasion.
On Saturday night an informal
dance will be held from 10 P.M.
to 2 A.M. The services of the
Campus Owls, a 13 piece orchestra with vocalist, have been
acquired.
The

all-camp-

us

Fraternity combos have been
planned for Saturday afternoon
in order to keep the "troops"
happy. An
combo has
been tentatively planned
for
Sunday morning, following the
Saturday night dance.
During both dances, donuts,
coffee, and beer will be served
free in the Coffee Shop, and on
Saturday morning, brunch, between the hours of 10:30 and 11:30.

The annual Founder's Day service will be held on November
4th at 11:30, in The Church of the
Holy Spirit. Classes will be dismissed at 11:10 for this occasion.
All students who entered Kenyon in 1959 (including transfers
and freshmen) and all upper
class men who have not yet done
so, may take the Matriculation
Oath and thus become "official"
members of the College.
Matriculation consists of taking
the Matriculation Oath and sign- To New Jazz
ing the Matriculation book. The
One of Kenyon's newest and
Matriculation book will be available for signatures in Peirce Hall most unique groups this year is
immediately following the ser a Jazz Combo, organized by a
vice, and also in Nu Pi Kappa at group of students dedicated to
2 P.M. on Thursday, November 5.
forsaking their studies once a
week in the interest of "strictly
progressive new sounds."
The
students are John Drake on
Drums, Bill Henninger and Bob
9th
Cuddy
The second in the series of Moore on Sax, and John
They
Evering
or
on
Piano.
Phil
President's Lectures will be presented on Monday, November 9. are often joined by jazz enthuPaul M. Angle, director of the siasts from Mount Vernon.
Chicago Historical Society, will
Only a few weeks old, they
be the speaker. Mr. Angle is a
made
their debut at the ALO
noted authority on Abraham Lincoln, and his speech will com- party Saturday night. They almemorate the 150th Anniversary ready have over 50 arrangements
of the great Civil War President's in their books. Their theme is
birth.
Charlie Parker's Bluebird."
The speaker is the author of a
The public is cordially invited
number of articles on Lincoln to the groups "sessions" every
and was Editor of the Lincoln
Reader. The title of Mr. Angle's Thursday evening at 8 in Rosse
talk is "Lincoln's Reputation and Hall, and the group is for hire,
D.W.
Influence in Japan."
for very reasonable rates.
all-colle-

ge

College Resounds
Sounds

Paul Angle Second
Pres. Lecturer
November

ZUCKER EXPLORES
NIETZSCHEAN THEORY
On October 25, at the meeting
ship, Professor Zucker continued
systematic attack on Christendom
Friedrick Nietzsche.
Mr. Zucker began by reviewing
his previous lecture about Kierkegaard's attack on a world which
called itself Christian, but was
ignorant of the essential faith of
Christianity.
the spiritual dilemma of European culture.
Reflecting upon the reasons for
the development of this crisis and
the growing awareness thereof,
several social phenomena of the
19th century were mentioned: The
in
great industrial revolution
Europe and America, the concomitant increase in the general
standard of living, the liberal
era of good feeling, and so on.
As an integral part of the tremendous social changes in the
Western world, came the belief
that the progress of man was in

the Kenyon Christian Fellowin his series of lectures on the
by discussing the argument of

of

herent in his own

power to
develop technologically and to
find what is good in life intangible, secular vehicles of social
success. No longer did the absolute demands of the Christian life
seem consistent with this new
and growing concept of the inherent possibilities in the secular
lives of men.
Thus the 19th century introduced, in a new social context,
the question whether man can
live without God or a concept of
God. It is to this question that
Friedrich Nietzsche turned his
attention and attempted to predict the vicissitudes and necessities of this "storm in Western
Culture." Nietzsche, it might be
(Cont. on page 4, Col. 3)

Sydney Hook
Commemorates
John Dewey
President Lund inaugurated the
first of The President's Lectures
on October 26: Mr. Sidney Hook,
Chairman of the Department of
Philosophy of New York University, was introduced as one of
the most noted of the defenders
and advocates of Dewey's philosophy. Mr. Hook received his
degrees from Columbia University and City College of New
York and is current President of
the Eastern Division of the Amer
ican Philosophical Association.
John Dewey's ideas, Mr. Hook
believes, enjoy great "cultural
resonance" in this country. Educated laymen appreciate Dewey's
belief that philosophy can determine the ends and values of
society's collective undertakings.
Yet, Mr. Hook noted that Dewey's
conception of the role of philosophical activity is "essentially
classic."
The Influence of Darwin's Theory
of Evolution on Dewey
In 1859, the year of Dewey's
birth, Darwin's Origin of the
Species was published. Mr. Hook
stated that, although Dewey was
not an advocate of Social Darwinism, he did praise the freedom
from other "alleged" origins that
Darwin gave evolutionary man.
Dewey developed a concept of
social evolution whose basis was
the belief that man is able to
modify society and produce social
evolution. Mr. Hook then mentioned that Dewey saw two
"social options" open to intelligent man: (1) social change, and
(2) the ability to "change the
methods of change." Man's cumulative, scientific knowledge was
felt by Dewey to be the most
potent "invention" possessed by
the intelligent social evolutionist.
Interactional"
"Transactional
Man is able to control his social
evolution because he is a "symbol
using creature" and cultivates a
"disciplined imagination." Therefore, the challenge of meaningful
experiences demands the effort
of controlled intelligence to determine the course of reaction between man and nature. Mr. Hook
explained that Dewey's conception of man is of a biological and
psychological organism interacting and transacting with its environment.
The central importance of
intelligence for man's conduct
of life.
Mr. Hook claimed that John
(Dewey's philosophical clarification of "efficacious" action, or international, directed, social action,
has not been surpassed. Intelligence is always coupled to the
needs of the human organism
even when it transcends the organisms itself. However, through
thought man can "reshape and
redirect" both events and social
institutions.
Scientific knowledge and its
application to education.
Sidney Hook emphasized that
(Cont. on pag 4, Col.
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THE SPOKESMAN
An Outhouse? ?
Editorially, it has always been a difficult task to touch
upon the subject of "school spirit" at Kenyon, without leaving
oneself wide open to general
To be realistic, there
is very little of what most of us think of in terms of college
spirit. To many of us this is a comfortable and gratifying
situation. To replace this deficiency, however, there has
always been an underlying pride which, (if few of us admit
it) we carry back home with us when we leave for the summer, and perhaps more important, a pride which we carry
permanently with us upon graduation.
ha-ha'-

s.

COLLEGIAN

Collegian Interviews

John Crowe
John Crowe Ransom has stopped teaching after 49 years and
has retired to his pleasures, devoting his time now to the writing of criticism and perhaps
poetry.
He and Mrs. Ransom
have moved out of the large
white house and down "in" to the
landscape they have so long admired. Here in the new house he
is working on an introduction to
a volume of Hardy's poetry, fulfilling commissions to various
periodicals and preparing a lecture series at Northwestern. There
is the possibility that he will
write more poetry too (the last
appeared in 1939) but creativity
has been a planned activity for
Mr. Ransom and it remains a
possibility.
He has also retired from the
influential (and solvent) Kenyon
Review which he founded and
emphasizes that it is only right
that there should be new policies
with new men. But having retired from Kenyon in effect, he
has chosen to remain in Gambier.
It is, he says, "a community out
of this world; it might be situated
in any state and here one has
the stimulus of college life."
"Teaching," he said "is a great
stimulus to all who take it
H.

a
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Letters To The Editor
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seriously. I once took one of my
best poems to class with me and
introduced it as a new work by a
young poet who wished for their
opinion
I learned a great deal
that day."
On the Poetry of Today
"I am always on the lookout
for the poetry of the people but
you must remember that this is
the age of the printed word. Now
take Carl Sandburg. His poetry
is supposed to be a public commodity. I checked up on him;
he has an immense voice, yes a
great oral power, but I wonder
how many laborers have read
his stuff, no that's phony. Well
then, the beat poets; there is
something to look into. They are
vivid, they make vivid noise.
That's good. They are close to
the public in that they also have
Their poetry
an oral power.
sounds good, looks good in newspapers too, but to my mind they
haven't accomplished much
they are not for the book buying
public."
On the critic changing his
mind. "I can't read most of the
stuff I wrote when I was younger,
it's so bad. But the critic is not
embarrased, he gives you the best
he has at the time."

alSTSlal al a
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Oh!
Ransom
Really?!?

This pride has been slowly cultivated within us during gj a a a a a; S a a a; al'alal a aTaTa a! a aTal W SalalXWSJMSlSJsi'aj.aiajs
Pi Fraternity; Michael D. Swartz,
our stay at Kenyon. Perhaps it starts with a realization of To the Editors:
Alpha Lambda Omega; Edwin H.
the academic reputation Kenyon represents. Surely it ends So far this year we have been Eaton, Delta Phi.
delighted by the apparent reduce
with a
when looking back upon one's own personal tion of campus apathy as demonThe Kenyon Chapter of the
achievements and attempts. Whatever the particular situa- strated by increased attendance Young
People's Socialist League
and intellectual gathtion the basis of this feeling is rooted in a respect for what at athletic apparent
rejuvenation feels obligated to reply with anerings, the
statement on the problem of
the college is, has been, and now stands for.
of student government, and en- other
censorship,
to the attack upon
livened participation in campus
position recently isour
us
and
All of which brings us to a consideration. Does Kenyon organizations.
see
we
last
At
Office of the Dean of
by
sued
the
still represent a degree of refinement brought about by its ample evidence of a movement Students. Let us deal with a few
away from apathy toward aceducation and tradition, or are we, in fact, ". . . rotting our tivity.
of the points raised therein.
ITEM: "No student mimeograph
souls in this hole," as one of the administration of a neighborSomething was done this past work is censored at all." (Ph. 3,
ing college recently so vividly expressed it.
beweekend, however, which we
Le. 1)
"a

self-prid-

Taking homecoming weekend as a bad example, how can
we expect to defend our choice in voting a
n
homecoming display award to an all too realistic privy, and following up the decision with an announcement that the choice was
made on the basis of good taste, and homecoming and campus
significance? Better perhaps to shoulder the accusation of
poor spirit, than boorish savoir-fairblue-ribbo-

e.

O! tempora. O! mores. Cicero said it back when. We're
saying it now. The fact remains that among ourselves, we
might be able to get away with situations far worse, and
laugh it off as another experience. But how does one justify
a lack of good taste and sense to an outsider?
How are we headed, up, or down?
J.K.R.

On Slater Food
The Slater Food Service seems to have made some progress this year, but it has been unfortunately remiss in many
aspects (i.e. the quality of the evening meals). It would appear
to us that the Slater Service should follow a policy of keeping closer contact with student opinion and demands.
We will ask the service to prepare an interim statement
their goals, problems, and achievements, for publication in
the Collegian. Further, if the students would channel their
rather aimless criticism of the service into the form of
constructive criticism addressed to the Editors of the Collegian, we will attempt to publish as many as possible.
By following this line of action we hope to present a better
perspective of the problems and ultimately help approach
an equitable solution.
jgD
of

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTISERS

lieve has done much to endanger
further progress toward more
campus life.
meaningful
The
event to which we refer is the
judging of the homecoming displays. With all respect to Delta
Kappa Epsilon we are fearful
that their selection as winner of
the Homecoming Cup has established a most unfortunate precedent, namely that the judging
of future homecoming displays
is to be decided by the judges
without strict reference to the
criteria set forth by the Chase
Society. Clearly the Deke display reflected neither good taste
nor any degree of craftsmanship.
Other displays were far superior
in these respects.
How, then, are the contestants
of future years to be guided in
the construction of their displays?
How can they be aware of the
feelings of the judges? As a result
of the judges' regretable choice
this year, it is possible that next
year's homecoming will be marked
by a diminution of effort. We
earnestly hope that this will not
happen.
For our part, we will do our
best to produce creditable displays next year, believing that
better judgment will serve to improve homecoming displays in
succeeding years and that such
positive action will make an apathetic attitude at Homecoming a
rarity at Kenyon.
Richard E.
Bradshaw, President, Phi Kappa
Sigma Fraternity; Walter
H.
Taylor, President, Delta Tau
Delta Fraternity; Stephen
H.
Spaeth,
Sigma Pi Fraternity;
James P. Donovan, Beta Theta

FACT: CENSORSHIP is defined
in Webster's Collegiate Dictionary as the "action, office or power
of a censor"; CENSOR being defined as "an official empowered to
examine written or printed main order to forbid
terial
publication if objectionable." The
existence
is
of this practice
CONCEDED by the Administration, whose "scrutiny" before publication for the purpose" of
what should or should
not be mimeographed"
(Ph. 5,
Le. 4) constitutes precisely that
PRIOR CENSORSHIP of which
we have spoken.
ITEM: "The College is not obligated to provide this service"
(Ph. 4, Le. 14)
FACT: It has never been
claimed that the College is so
obligated. However, the administration itself concedes our earlier contention that the extension
of this service constitutes "a real
value to the campus." (Ph. 4, Le.
11)
The use of these facilities is
thus offered, not as a gift, but as
a means to the given ends of
Liberal Education; which ends
are best served by the free and
unobstructed flow of ideas.
ITEM: "The services of the
duplicating room are available
only to those students who are
connected with some academic or
authorized campus organization."
(Ph. 3, Les.
FACT: By the admission of the
Administration in private conversations, no "unqualified" material under this criterion has thus
far been submitted (as of Oct.
20). Would it not, then, be ever

...

de-termi-

5--
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The following article appear
the studnt news.
paper of the University of the
South. It is an interesting and
amusing view of an outsidefi
view of a Kenyon party weekend
(EDITORS)

in The Purple,

In last week's edition of the
Purple there appeared a letter
from the Rev. Emmett Gribbin
Chaplain of the University of Ala'

L

bama, in which accurate, although
uncomplimentary comments were
directed at the Sewanee student
body. Father Gribbin's report of
Alabama University opinion of
Sewanee's recent party activity is
an example of seemingly increasing negative opinions which have
been formed in the past six
months. In his letter he maH
mention of the parties at Kenyon
College as a contrast to those
which we have had here recently.
Since Kenyon is somewhat similar to Sewanee in both size
and
character, let us more thoroughly
anaylze its parties to which he
made reference.
I have attended two major
party weekends at Kenyon College, and through these experiences I must agree with Father

Gribbin's statement that "mild
drinking was far from discouraged."
When there is good,
hearty drinking at a party, it
logical to assume that a certain
amount of drunkenness also will
is

occur. And sometimes drunkenness does occur at Kenyon as it
does here. A parent who visited
Kenyon during a party weekend
commented that he "had never
seen so much concentrated drinking of an evening before." This
same person, however, was extremely impressed with the type
of parties which the Kenyon boys
produced. What is it, then, that
makes these parties so successful?
First, moderation is necessary in
some instances. For example, a
fraternity man is not going to
drink beyond his capacity at a
cocktail party in which faculty
members are present. And faculty
and administration members often
attend fraternity cocktail parties,
as guests and not as chaperones.
They are not drunken brawls; in
fact, they are quite dignified.
Sometimes there is drunkenness
at dances and informal parties,
but it is seldom if ever of the
crude variety. And if a man becomes
crude, he is dismissed.
Drinking "in the open" is allowed
there.
For example, a tent is
often set up in the middle of the
campus in which beer is either
sold or given away, as the occasion demands.
It is not un
common to have beer at football
games. The boys have easy accessibility to beer and liquor and
no one feels that he is "getting
away" with something when he
drinks.
These conditions have provided
a desirable setup for Kenyon.
Drinking is not encouraged but
it is not discouraged either. Students have a freedom of choice
in the matter, and it is this freedom which makes for a positive
rather than a negative approach
to drinking. This system has at
least been very successful there.
This Homecoming weekend is
the time to make amends for any
inexcusable action which has occurred in the past. Because of
certain restrictions beyond the
school's control, it is impossible
to have the same type of open

drinking that

is

had at

Kenyon

But certainly it is not impossible
to have really fine, dignified parties of which we all can be
if we cannot hold our
booze, we should not drink. And
above all, if we drink, let's be
gentlemen.
proud-Perhap-

s
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GRIDDERS DROP 4TH, 5TS3 STRAIGHT

hauled by Marietta

by Oberlin

Hipped
In

the past two weeks Kenyon's

Lords picked up their
and fifth consecutive defeats of an all losing season,
;uccumbing to Marietta in almost
and then to
typical fashion, 44-4
in a valient effort
Oberlin
some respect in the
io salvage
otherwise dismal season.
octball

fourth

0,

16-1-

Marietta
--

experienced little

in scoring six touchdowns,

rouble

MM
vS4

the paydirt stripe at least
every quarter.
The
pioneers used four different men
fullbin their scoring parade, with
Rocky Walker goes for good gain
ack Dallas Garber leading the against
Marietta.
of
on
rushes
av for two scores
For the day
5ve and three yards.
Four Teams
130
yards
in 20
Garber amassed
For
Title
attempts as Kenyon was unable
week to contain
With the season over one third
for the fourth
gone, the intramural touch footfullback.
the opposition
Two minutes after Garber got ball standings bear suspicious reTD, Larry Rosenthal semblance to past years. Middle
iis first
(Delts), East Wing (Alscored with 3:37 left in the quart- - Leonard
a punt at the pha Delts) and the usual powerer by blocking
Kenyon five yard line and then ful contingent
from one of the
picking up the ball and strolling freshman dorms, this time Norton
unmolested into the end zone. Hall, all boast unblemished recQuarterback Dave Coulter tossed ords.
An unexpected entry to
a five
yard pass to Rosenthal the unbeaten ranks is North
midway
through the second Hanna (Phi Kaps), victors in four
score, games up to this point. Dark-hors- e
quarter for the fourth
and Jerry Brown
plunged three
South Leonard, (Betas) and
vards
for the fifth late in unpredictable Bexley are tied for
the third
Ron Klein third.
period.
Holding fourth place is
ided the finale on a one yard
(Sigma Pi), playing
Division
East
plunge with 1:55 remaining in the
cold ball.
hot
and
alternate
Same.
hitting
L,Bce

to display

either football

aptitude or attitude, becoming
immediately
disheartened alter
Marietta pushed over its initial
tally.

Bow

Oberlin before a huge
crowd of almost
ardent Obby fans, Coach
Mieger's charged up footballers
nearly upset the favored home-teafalling only two points
short of a tie.
Kenyon put together its first team effort of the
season, as the Lord line finally
Playing at
homecoming

m,

to hit with the authority
was expected before the season and has been direly anticipated since the speculation ceased
and the game called knock began
began
that

be

to

played for keeps.

on de
Hutch Hodgeson, Henry
Poor, and Terry Owen
battled
superbly in containing the inside
Yeoman running attack to a season low of 150 yards.
The more
vaunted Oberlin passing attack
led by
Jack Coniam at quarter-tac- k
From

tackle-to-tack-

le

fense,

Dv

was pressured consistantly
defensive ends Millard Peck
d Mike Kolczun,
who began
display the
form
pre-seas-

on

had won him the respect
of every
football player on the
kenyon squad.
The Ohio Conference's leading
Pass receiver,
Joe Horn, was held
only two receptions by the
Urd backfield defenders, but one
complete for six yards and
fhe first Oberlin touchdown
early
the first period. Horn's second
Option was good for sixteen
ds and brought the ball to
rest on the Kenyon
three yard
from where Al Spiegelberg
Pished over the final Yeoman
Points.
Earlier in this third
hieh

7

SOCCER
Thurs., Nov.
7,

at Ohio Wesleyan
game time 4:00 P.M.
at Ohio University
game time 2:00 P.M.

5,

ey

Dale Bessire

Hank Kasson

There have been a few distinctive developments in the
intramural touch football picture since the above article was
written. In last Friday's and Monday's action previously
unbeaten Norton Hall was dumped twice, 9 by the Betas,
0
and
by the Delts. Also on Monday, North Hanna (Phi
Kaps) was knocked from the ranks of the elite as again it
was the Betas who were the villains, winning by a 38-- 6 count.
As of Monday night the picture had changed considerably.
We find Middle Leonard (Delts) and East Wing (Alpha Delts)
still unbeaten and tied for first, with the Betas and Phi Kaps
close behind. It looks like another battle right down to the
wire, but differing this year in that it's at least a four-tea24-1-

18--

m

race.

In a supplementary note on soccer
in due respect to
Bob Harrison's team it should be noted that with "any good
luck" the current record could be greatly improved.
The
Lord booters have lost a couple of games, and tied one, that
they could have won with a little luck on their side. For
instance in last Saturday's game against Fenn, Kenyon just
missed a crucial scoring attempt in the last minute of play.
Despite such bad breaks in the form of near misses the team
spirit and desire have not been daunted. They play hard and
have displayed some interesting soccer to the few student
fans who bother to walk down to the soccer field to watch
them. The booters played their home finale against Ohio
State on Tuesday and finish up their season with away dates
at Ohio Wesleyan and Ohio University.
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per game. In all fairness to Coach Pflieger's gridders we
quarter a faulty pass from center note that the first four opponents, Wooster, Otterbein, Capital,
on the five yard line had ac and Marietta, rank second, third, sixth, and seventh respeccounted for a two point safety
rushing offense. In total offense all five opponents,
which actually turned out to be tively in
OberOberlin this time, rank in the top seven. Passing
including
for
triumph
the margin of
defense is better, with statistics placing Kenyon tenth in
lin.
nnmriletine 10 of 17 passes for this department, having allowed 100.2 yards per game (first
147 yards and one touchdown,
four games) through the air. Offensively the Lords rank
and adding 45 yards in rushing,
tenth in rushing (136.2 yds. per game) and sixth in passing
Kenyon's
Weidenkopf
led
Rnh
do not include
first effective offensive thrust of (112 yds. per game), although these statistics
to
passed
Weidenkopf
passing
Kenyon's
attack was
which
game
in
the Oberlin
the year.
end Bill Hough with 22 seconds very effective.
remaining in the first half and
thpn romrjleted a pass to Joiczun
In tomorrow's game with Mount Union the Lords will
Ken
giving
points,
extra
for the
run up against the second best passer in the conference. Bill
halftime lead. rtouuy Davis has passed for better than 700 yards in six games and
yon an
Dlavine his first game
is the Purple Raiders' main offensive threat. However, Mount
as an offensive halfback, found
Kenyon are almost even in total offense as well as
a gaping hole at right tackle and Union and
sec
score
On the basis of these facts and comparative
tne
to
defense.
vards
in
Pnt four
ond TD, but found the same spot scores the Lords and the Purple Raiders should be fairly
mniptplv Dlueeed wnen at evenly matched, although a slight edge must be given to
tempting to carry the ball for Mount Union.
the crucial tying points.
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8--

7

1--

1.

1- -1

Middle Kenyon, Lewis Hall,
North Leonard (Psi U), West
Wing (Dekes) and Middle Hanna
(Delta Phi) comprise the second
half of the league standings, with
apparently small chance of bettering their positions. The
Hall freshman team
has forfeited out of the league.
The standings as of October 22:
W L T
0
0
4
1. Middle Leonard
0
0
4
North Hanna
0
0
4
Perhaps the failure of the Lord footballers can be attribNorton Hall
0
0 uted to many things, but a look at the Ohio Conference
3
2. East Wing
2
3. South Leonard
statistics helps explain the situation at least in part. The
2
Bexley Sem.
trouble, as no one will dispute, is defense, and the
main
0
2
2
4. East Division
confirm it. Out of fourteen Ohio Conference teams
statistics
0
5. Middle Kenyon
1
3
0 the Lords are running a poor last in rushing defense, having
6. Lewis Hall
1
3
0
7. North Leonard
allow an average of 326.2 yards on the ground in their
0
3
0
8. West. Wing
first four games. Hiram, which ranks second to last in
0
4
0
9. Middle Hanna
262.5 yards
J.H. rushing defense, has allowed comparatively less,
Wat-son-Bexl-

at Oberlin

Sat., Nov.

- at Mt.

Union
game time 2:00 P.M.
- - Hiram at Gambier
game time 2:00 P.M.
-

JOCK JOTTINGS

Football

failed

FOOTBALL
Sat., Oct. 31

The Kenyon soccer team played
host to three Ohio Conference
teams last week, and in the process notched their first win of the
season. Denison was the first
invader, moving into tangle with
the Lord booters on Saturday,
Oct. 17th. The game was marked
by two overtime periods with the
final score
Kenyon, determined to whip
the "Big Red," took the opening
center kick and scored. Preuss
to Cornell to MacFarland made it
look easy at 0:55. The Lords held
their lead until midway through
the third period, when the desperate Denison forward wall,
stymied the entire game by a
d
Kenyon defense, tallied on a Moore to Thorn combination.
Neither team could
break the ice after this scoring
flash and the regulation game
ended in a
tie. Under Ohio
Conference rules, two overtime
periods were played to determine
a winner, but both teams failed
to push across a clincher. Though
the Lords failed to break into
the win column, the tie could be
classified as a "moral victory,"
since Denison came here fresh
from victories over Big Ten opponents Purdue and Indiana.
With spirits high, the Lords
tangled with Western Reserve
University on Thursday, Oct. 22nd
and brought home the bacon for
the first time this season
Kenyon once again went after its
opponents early and got results.
Jim Coates put on the line since
his return following a leg injury, boomed home his first
goal of the season from at least
25 yards to put Kenyon ahead
0
at 10:09 of the first period.
Toby Martin, another half-bac- k
playing on the line (replacing
the injured Bob MacFarland), also got his first goal of the season
at 12:41 of the first period and
the lead was up to two goals. A
pressing offense failed to nail any
more goals for the home team,
though Preuss and Cornell hit the
cross bar above the cage with
Clothesline drives. If either shot
had been inches lower, Kenyon
would have gone above the two
goal mark which has been its
peak production all year. The
second half was a scoreless battle
and the Lords had finally merged
victorious. The boys confidently
looked forward to their next ball
game with the rough and rugged
Fenn Foxes.
Edged by Fenn
Saturday, Oct. 24th was a cold,
rainy day with a wicked wind
blowing due north. With Kenyon
attacking the Fenn goal on the
north end of the field, only Lary
Luck and a tremendous Fenn fullback named Huryn prevented the
Lords from scoring. At the beginning of the second period with
the change in goals, Fenn made
better use of the wind advantage
and pushed home two goals within a minute
both engineered
by the combination of Pintz to
Kap. Cornell scored for Kenyon
just before the end of the half
which found the Lords on the
short end of a 1 score.
With the wind once more at
their backs the Lords pressed the
attack but failed to get the all
important tying goal. Then with
only seconds left in the third
period Fenn got a breakaway
just four
and tallied at 21:56
seconds before the end of the
period.
Faced with this heartbreaking
rock-ribbe-

Battle

Despite the potential inspira
tion of homecoming,
the Lords

First Lord Victory
Of the Fall Season
Tie Favored Denison

Sat., Nov.

in

THREE

2-- 0.

1--

2--

(Cont. on pag 4, Col.
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On October 10, President of the

Student Government, Sam Hough,
attended a five college conference
at Oberlin. The "F.C.C." of which
Kenyon is now an official member
includes Oberlin, Wooster, Antioch,
Ohio Wesleyan, and Denison. The
six college group is now undertaking an exchange of newspaper
articles. The first series of articles
for exchange are on the subject of
the Honor System. The following
article concerns the Honor System
at Denison. In future issues we
hope to print articles from the
other five schools on this subject.
The Denison honor system is
embodied in the Code of Standards. In all phases of campus
life, D. U. students are on their
honor to have behavior reflecting
the Code's high ethical standards.
They are given a freedom from
unreasonably restricting regulations, but their's is a freedom
with responsibility.
The area in which students
themselves initiate rules to reinforce the Code of Standards is
that of residence hall living. In
the dorms and fraternity houses
councils
there are student-electe- d
which make regulations and deal
with infractions of them. There
are no adults living in these units
except house mothers for freshmen women and student advisors
in freshmen women's and men's
dorms.
As an experiment for the freshmen, there is one women's dorm
which operates under the honor
system, without a house mother
to help enforce it. Their own
House Council, advised by two
junior women, handles signing
out for late permission, closing"
the dorm, enforcing quiet hours,
and other functions of a house
mother. In practice, their experiment has been completely successful!
Enforcement of House Council
rules is the responsibility of each
Denisonian. If he or she violates
a regulation, it is his duty to
report himself to the Council. If
he sees a violation committed by
another, he should suggest that
the violator report it. If failure
to do so results, he should notify
the House Council himself. The
Councils strive to counsel rather
than punish and can take any
appropriate action concerning a
broken rule. In serious cases the
women use "dorming" or "camp-usingthe men use fines.
Violations which are outside
House Council jurisdiction, which
concern campus policies, are
handled by Men's or Women's
Judicial Councils. These councils are composed of one representative from each sorority or
fraternity and other recognized
social groups, with the chairman
elected-at-larg- e
by the men or
women students.
The Councils, either separately
or jointly depending
on the
violation, review upon request
House Council decisions and impose penalties for cases within
their jurisdiction. For example,
disregard of the drinking regulation. They can decide what penalties are necessary, with the
power to decide on probation,
suspension, or expulsion, these
being carried out with the approval of the faculty.
The key to the honor system,
of course, is individual responsibility. If each Denisonian feels
personally responsible for upholding the Code of Standards, if
he reports himself for violating
it, it can't help but work!
;"

Please Patronize
Our Advertisers

(Cont. from page

For those juniors and seniors
interested in graduate study in
business, there will be representatives of Columbia University,
University of Chicago, and Indiana University on campus during
the month of November.
On Thursday, November 3, at
3:30 P.M., in North Ascension 21,
Mr. Walter Smith of Columbia
University will meet with interested students.
Mr. R. S. Stockton of Indiana
University will interview students
during the afternoon of November 5, in N. A. 21.
On Wednesday, November 11,
Dean Harold Metcalf will interview students in N. A. 33.
Any student interested in seeing any of these men please arrange appointments
with Mrs.
Wilson, Secretary to Dean Bailey.

Kenyon Flyers Add
Five New Members
The Kenyon flyers have added
their group

five new members to
so far this year.

They are Tom Fleming, Graham Gund, Steve Hershey, Dave
Newhall, and Alvin Torf. Returning member are Bill Allen,
Paul Heintz, Bill Hough, Terry
Moody, and president Bruce
Overmier.
The club has a new instructor,
who lives in Mount Vernon and
works as an airframe inspector in
Mansfield. He gained his experience in the military service as a
ferry pilot.
of the club are
The
Mr. Vaughn Barbey and Captain
Dale Sommers. Mr. Barbey was
a member of one of the first flying
clubs in America. He has been
flying for over 20 years and has
thousands of hours in the air.
Captain Sommers is an experienced pilot in the United States
Air Force. Both men hold numerous ratings in their field.
co-spons-

ors

WANTED:
CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE
BY THE
COLLEGE RECORD CLUB
to earn
$100 (or more) in spare time.
Write for information:
College Record Club
P. O. Box 1193,
Providence 2, R. I.
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Available at your college store
PUBLISHING COMPANY
Cleveland and New York
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WALKER'S
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Zucker's Lecture

Business School
Rep's To Be Here

Kenyon Joins
Five College Conf.
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said, was a "psychologist of civwho diagnosed the
ilization,"
state of health in Western culture, and found it "sick to the
core."
The symbol of this sickness became "nihilism," a kind of radical skepticism which demanded
of traditional
the overthrow
Western values, evaluating them
as useless, and no longer worthy
of respect.
For Nietzsche, nihilism represented the radical break
with the moral and religious principles of Christian culture, and
the resulting crisis in which man,
who had rejected God, had not
learned to live without Him. The
murder of God by man was the
indifference of men to the universal appeal of the Christian
God, manifested in day to day
relations between each man and
his fellows, and ultimately the
loss also of any dynamic personal
these events
relation to God
occurring simultaneously in the
critical moment of Christian culand thereby rejecting the
ture
long-hel- d
idea of a meaning working in history.
Man becomes
aware of existing in a history
without reference or horizon,
with no meaningful context. That
which had been the cultural
ground of all being is stripped
away, and man remains, no longer able to discern anything in
history but the chance continuity
of historical facts. This seems to
be the fate of the modern world.
The "murder of God" was not
Nietzsche's but was man's by
taking into his own hands his
historical fate.
Up to this point Nietzsche and
Kierkegaard have seen similarly
the problems of the Western culture, but at the point of formulating answers to the problem they
differ.
For Kierkegaard the answer is
the reassertion of the Christian
But
doctrine of the Atonement.
for Nietzsche, there was only one
true Christian in history, and he
died on the Cross; and when man
has killed God, he must, then,
make himself a god.
Dostqevsky has said that men
can become autonomous,
but
demonstrate it by committing
Niet- suicide
zsche says that the man who can
live without God will be the
Superman, although no such man
yet exists. If he should exist he
would be a free man, having
overcome the natural man, and
all law, governed in social relations only by expediency. There
is no easy emancipation from the
yoke of traditional conceptualization. Man stands on a road
with neither goal nor start, characterized by a religious consciousness that "God is dead." What
man is waiting for he cannot perceive. It is the answer that man
awaits that will be discussed in
Mr. Zucker's concluding lecture in
this series: "Waiting for Godot."
T.F.
self-annihilati-
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Hook on Dewey

(Cont. from page 2, Col. 4)

so much more convenient to post
in the mimeograph office of "au- no

thorized" organizations and persons, whereby an individual's
right of access might be assessed
without benefit of bureaucratic
supervision?
Of course, one is
inclined as well to ask what might
be published by an "unorganized"
individual; presumably, this is to
be decided by administrative censorship. (SIC!)
ITEM: "I was not even interested in reading your material,
let alone censor it." (Ph. 6, Le. 11)
FACT: The Office of the Dean
of Students specifically demanded
a copy of our leaflet "Censorship
and You." Indeed, the extraordinary length of the Administration's reply to this statement,
would hardly seem to signify a
lack of interest.
On might go on; but there
would seem little purpose in doing so. The YPSL does not, as
has been charged, search for local
issues, which can only distract
us from our central concern with
National and international political life. On the contrary, we
interest ourselves in such issues
only when they present so flagrant a violation of fundamental
principles of democracy and liberty, as to FORCE us, as the only
democratically-oriente- d
active,
political group on this campus,
to do so. However, a student organization such as the YPSL cannot long continue such a printed
repartee as the present; our resources simply will not permit
it.
We humbly suggest that
further discussion might be conducted in public or private conferences, arranged by interested
third parties. In any case, it is to
be hoped that this problem will
become the subject of speedy
resolution, rather than of protracted debate.

lg59

(Cont. from Page 1, CoL

5)

knowledge is exempt from
Dewey's concept of scientific enquiry.
Even conflicts of basic
social values can be knowledge-ablsolved by an intelligent
reconstruction of the social setting of value clashes.
The realization of the "richest
experiences"
possible
is the
function of man. Proper education is secondary
only to the
importance of family life in the
pursuit of this goal. Education
must be scientifically grounded
on an intelligent program of
studies suited to diverse levels of
pupil need and ability.

y

The role of philosophy
Mr. Hook interprets Dewey as
seeing the philosopher "engaged
in analysis" of the meanings experience is capable of, and not
in moralistic preaching. Philosophy must give up the ideal of
knowledge of a world different
from the "immediate knowledge
of specific problems."
Mr. Hook concluded his lecture
by defending Dewey's educational views and his belief that truth
depends on experiment and

Soccer
(Cont. from page 3, CoL

5)

turn of events and a high velocity
wind in their faces, Kenyon
couldn't seem to get rolling. Only

a magnificent
save by goalie
Travis prevented an almost certain Fenn goal. With only 1:45
left in the game, Cornell tallied
on a breakaway to once again
cut the Fenn lead to one goal.
With the crowd going wild in
anticipation of a whirlwind finish
To the Editors:
Preuss stole the ball and headed
The Young People's Socialist for the Fenn goaL Cornell had
League with its sterility of orig- one more good shot at the cage
inality and rational thought has but it missed the corner by less
continued its negative approach than a foot and the Lords had
to the affairs of campus life; this dropped a tough one.
time the YPSL has branded the
administration of Kenyon College ran something like this: theat
as given to the dictates of censor- greatest threat to freedom
ship. The administration was re- Kenyon is the abuse of it. How
cently forced to put some re- true! The College will be only
of
strictions on student use of col- able to tolerate the exchange
on a
long
as
ideas
as
are
they
lege duplicating facilities, merely
because the duplicating staff was basis of decency and truth. When
to
becoming seriously overburdened; the exchange of ideas is going
unbeing
injure
College
by
the
this is the source of the fantastic
true (which the recent charge
charge.
was) and indecent (which the
This charge of censorship is not charge was also)
the College will
only untrue but ridiculous. Kenhave little choice but to curtail
yon has always favored and stood
the exchange of ideas. The afor the free exchange of ideas and ccusation
was as nauseous as the
upheld
the ideas of liberal YPSL itself.
thought.
I once read a story. It was
Recently an article in the Colabout a goose; she laid golden
legian contained a sentence which eggs.
Philip S. Post '61
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